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Hey you! We heard you’re looking to work for a company that gives you complete ownership 

and drive! We also heard you want a role that puts you in the helm of things and lets you 

make an impact from the word go...and that you need something exciting & adventurous! Wait, are 

you wondering-So what now? Well, let us start with an introduction, we are a super powered ed-

tech start-up called Reading Right and here’s what we do...actually wait...why don’t you check 

this video here and see what we do!
Smarticles Video 

Now if you have made some sense of this video then it will be a good for you to download the 

app and see how this actually works. Download App   

Further, the following link here should take good care of you and give you all you need right from 

app download links, web version link, an app tour showcasing all features, our starry moments in 

media etc etc. So go on click it : Reading Right Biolinky 

Great then! Now if you have known us enough to get things started.  

It’s time to talk business!

We are looking for someone who can  interpret and explain words, concepts and lines from 

well-curated articles after carefully selecting them from educationally relevant newspapers, 

periodicals, journals, blogs etc. The explanations are required to be easy enough for even a 

class 5 student to understand it with immense clarity and may be substantiated with audio, 

images, videos or texts with a simple click. 

And for this, all you need is an attention to detail, willingness to learn, patience to simplify, 

passion for researching and an ever growing love for reading. Goes without saying that your 

command over language should be absolutely, totally, downright on point!

Now,  If  you  have  all  that  and  don’t  mind  a  start-up  that  swamps  you  with 

opportunities,  creative  flexibility,  entrepreneurial  culture,  a  vibe  that  leaves  you 

ecstatic...and  money  you  just  can’t  say  no  to  (10000  INR  for  every  article published)... 

then drumroll!

You are ready to apply to the content research team at Reading Right. Apply at: 

Reading Right Careers  

P.S: Tell us in a cover letter, that its YOUU who we have been looking for all this time! 

While we wait to hear from you,

Best,

Team Reading Right
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